
 
 Petit Salé 
 Amuse-Bouche

I. ODE TO WHITE ASPARAGUS 
 Caviar with White Asparagus Blanc-Manger and Squid in 
 Green Pepper Vinaigrette
 
II. ODE TO SEAWEED
 Grilled Sea Bass with Fresh Seaweed Broth and Braised Turnip 

III.  ODE TO KUMQUAT 
 Warm Hokkaido Scallop accompanied by Aged Kumquat 
 Grenobloise-Style Sauce 
 
IV. ODE TO TOFU
 Homemade Truffle Tofu with Seasonal Mushroom and Mixed Herbs
 

V. ODE TO BLUE LOBSTER

 Blue Lobster with Lobster Cannelloni accompanied with 
 Scallion Ginger and Oyster Lobster Sauce

VI. ODE TO LAMB 
 Greffeuille Lamb Saddle Roulade with Crispy Puff filled with Red Tofu, 
 Braised Neck of Lamb and Fermented Chinese Brassica

 Refreshing Kinkan Confit with Citrus Sorbet and Mountain Tea Jelly
  
VII. ODE TO APPLE
 Caramel Apple with Yuzu Sorbet in Yoghurt Mousse 

END. Garden Mignardise Temptations 

 
 
 

Wine Pairing  

 

 5 glasses | $1080 | course I, II, IV, VI, VII

         7 glasses | $1480 | course I to VII

I. McNaught, Char 39 Miyamanishiki, Junmai Dai Ginjo Sake, 

 Nagano, Japan

 

II. M. Redde, “Les Bois de St Andelain”, Sauvignon Blanc, 

 Blanc Fumé de Pouilly, Loire Valley, France, 2017 (Magnum)

III.  Domaine Fournier Longchamps, Savennières "Chamboureau", 

 Chenin Blanc, Loire Valley, France, 2016

 

IV. P. Piuze, Chablis 1er cru “Les For�ts”, Chardonnay, 

 Burgundy, France, 2018

 

V.  M. Gay, Savigny-Les-Beaune 1er Cru, “Serpenti�res”, Pinot Noir, 

 Burgundy, France, 2018

 

VI. Château Cantemerle, Grand Cru Classé Haut-Médoc, 

 Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot, Bordeaux, France, 2005

VII. Château Suduiraut, 1er Cru Sauternes, Sémillon-Sauvignon Blanc, 

 France, 2002  
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 Petit Salé 
 Amuse-Bouche

I. ODE TO WHITE ASPARAGUS 
 Caviar with White Asparagus Blanc-Manger and Squid in 
 Green Pepper Vinaigrette
 
II. ODE TO SEAWEED
 Grilled Sea Bass with Fresh Seaweed Broth and Braised Turnip  

III.  ODE TO KUMQUAT 
 Warm Hokkaido Scallop accompanied by Aged Kumquat 
 Grenobloise-Style Sauce 
 

 * ODE TO BLUE LOBSTER (Supplement $280) 

 Blue Lobster with Lobster Cannelloni accompanied with 
 Scallion Ginger and Oyster Lobster Sauce
 
IV. ODE TO LAMB 
 Greffeuille Lamb Saddle Roulade with Crispy Puff filled with Red Tofu, 
 Braised Neck of Lamb and Fermented Chinese Brassica
  
V. ODE TO APPLE
 Caramel Apple with Yuzu Sorbet in Yoghurt Mousse 

END. Garden Mignardise Temptations 

 
 
 

Wine Pairing
 

  3 glasses | $780 | course I, III, IV

        5 glasses | $1080 | course I to V

I. McNaught, Char 39 Miyamanishiki, Junmai Dai Ginjo Sake, 

 Nagano, Japan

 

II. M. Redde, “Les Bois de St Andelain”, Sauvignon Blanc, 

 Blanc Fumé de Pouilly, Loire Valley, France, 2017 (Magnum)

 

III. Domaine Fournier Longchamps, Savennières "Chamboureau", 

 Chenin Blanc, Loire Valley, France, 2016

 

IV.  Château Cantemerle, Grand Cru Classé Haut-Médoc, 

 Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot, Bordeaux, France, 2005

V. Château Suduiraut, 1er Cru Sauternes, Sémillon-Sauvignon Blanc, 

 France, 2002  

 

 

  

 

 

 

On the 10th anniversary of TATE Dining Room, we hope 

to demonstrate our appreciation to you for being a part of our journey.

This menu embodies TATE's hallmark spirit of innovation, while nodding 

to our humble role as the bridge between farmer and guests. A circle 

begins at one point, and continues in a perpetual loop of eternal begin-

nings. This, to me, represents the never-ending journey of cuisine and as 

such, a chef must always stay attuned to changing seasons and the evolving 

nature of ingredients. Through cuisine, our goal is to tell a compelling 

story that brings out the most beautiful side of nature.

CENTURY EGG

I love to start off my meals with a glass of Champagne, and I chose a dish that was 

light yet contrasting to bring out its character. The egg is alkaline from its preserva-

tion process, and the acidity in Champagne brings flavours to a balance. Texture-wise, 

the egg’s silky smoothness is enhanced even further as a mimosa, blending its richness 

with the crisp tartness of Champagne.

CRAB

We utilise two types of locally-caught crab: Flower Crab for the structure, and Green 

Crab for the bisque. The combination of caviar and seaweed creates a harmonious 

range of flavours from the sea, enlivening the palate. This salad builds in intensity, 

from earthy to salty and umami flavours; and from sharp to soft and creamy textures

CUTTLEFISH

I find the textures of cuttlefish to be the most interesting. Fresh and sashimi-grade 

quality cuttlefish is warmed up to 50 degrees Celsius, the optimal temperature for 

intensifying textures slightly and releasing its exquisite aroma. Warm seaweed sauce 

made from a paste of kombu and the cuttlefish tentacles adds briny ocean flavours to 

the dish. Dried squid powder and crispy silver fish add yet another element of texture 

and visual appeal.

TURBOT

In my opinion, turbot is one of the sea’s finest produce. Its pearlescent, textured flesh 

with rich flavour is truly nature’s best work. To bring out the juiciness of the meat, 

we wrap it up with kadaiff and deep fry for a very short time. The dish builds a rich 

and luscious sweetness, complemented by the viscosity of Hong Kong-style abalone 

sauce.

KUMQUAT

Sometimes, you achieve the most from simplicity. This dish consists of a main 

ingredient, sauce, and one special texture. The scallop, already full of complex 

flavours, is paired with a light and buttery sauce made from aged and salted kumquat. 

The added savoury complexity of the sauce is offset by the addition of rice crisps, that 

give a fun and nutty crunch.

NOODLE

I always believe that adding one comfort dish in a tasting menu brings it all together. 

Handmade chilli tagliolini is served with crustacean broth, crispy Sakura ebi and 

Shaoxing wine foam for an intimate pairing between texture and taste.

TOFU

Many elements can make a dish, but texture plays the most major role in my cuisine. 

This is why I fell in love with tofu. Most people find tofu rather bland and boring, so 

it became my mission to prove them otherwise. It’s fun to marry a common ingredient 

with a luxurious one, so I combined black truffle with tofu and added a caramelised 

tofu essence to intensify flavours while lightening the mouth-feel with fresh herbs.

LOBSTER

Of all the crustaceans in the sea, lobster undoubtedly carries the most robust flavour. 

For this dish, I have used some of the most common staples in Chinese cooking: 

scallion and ginger. Together, the two ingredients pack a flavourful punch, adding 

depth and aroma to the dish. Homemade oyster sauce is served table-side to complete 

the harmony of flavours.

PIGEON

Locally, we have beautiful pigeon. I love the traditional cooking-by-steaming method, 

which results in moist and tender meat. Steamed pigeon breast is served with 

fermented mustard green, chicken stuffing and sauce salmis, and is finished with an 

aromatic dusting of Chinese five-spice powder.

THE SUN

This dessert was inspired by all the flavours produced under the heat of the sun. I 

started with a crispy yogurt meringue and a core of soft vanilla ice cream, topped 

with a fresh fruit sauce blend of passion fruit, mango, banana and pineapple. The 

sweetness is offset by the sharpness of the fruits’ natural acidity, bringing to mind the 

feeling of the intensity of the sun.

KUMQUAT

Sometimes, you achieve the most from simplicity. This dish consists of a main 

ingredient, sauce, and one special texture. The scallop, already full of complex 

flavours, is paired with a light and buttery sauce made from aged and salted kumquat. 

The added savoury complexity of the sauce is offset by the addition of rice crisps, that 

give a fun and nutty crunch.

LOBSTER

Of all the crustaceans in the sea, lobster undoubtedly carries the most robust flavour. 

For this dish, I have used some of the most common staples in Chinese cooking: 

scallion and ginger. Together, the two ingredients pack a flavourful punch, adding 

depth and aroma to the dish. Homemade oyster sauce is served table-side to complete 

the harmony of flavours.

PIGEON

Locally, we have beautiful pigeon. I love the traditional cooking-by-steaming method, 

which results in moist and tender meat. Steamed pigeon breast is served with 

fermented mustard green, chicken stuffing and sauce salmis, and is finished with an 

aromatic dusting of Chinese five-spice powder.

THE SUN

This dessert was inspired by all the flavours produced under the heat of the sun. I 

started with a crispy yogurt meringue and a core of soft vanilla ice cream, topped 

with a fresh fruit sauce blend of passion fruit, mango, banana and pineapple. The 

sweetness is offset by the sharpness of the fruits’ natural acidity, bringing to mind the 

feeling of the intensity of the sun.

CENTURY EGG

I love to start off my meals with a glass of Champagne, and I chose a dish that was 

light yet contrasting to bring out its character. The egg is alkaline from its preserva-

tion process, and the acidity in Champagne brings flavours to a balance. Texture-wise, 

the egg’s silky smoothness is enhanced even further as a mimosa, blending its richness 

with the crisp tartness of Champagne.

CRAB

We utilise two types of locally-caught crab: Flower Crab for the structure, and Green 

Crab for the bisque. The combination of caviar and seaweed creates a harmonious 

range of flavours from the sea, enlivening the palate. This salad builds in intensity, 

from earthy to salty and umami flavours; and from sharp to soft and creamy textures

TURBOT

In my opinion, turbot is one of the sea’s finest produce. Its pearlescent, textured flesh 

with rich flavour is truly nature’s best work. To bring out the juiciness of the meat, 

we wrap it up with kadaiff and deep fry for a very short time. The dish builds a rich

zwand luscious sweetness, complemented by the viscosity of Hong Kong-style abalone 

sauce.

BAMBOO SHOOT

Fresh Bamboo shoots are special with sweet, earthy taste and retains their crunchy 

characteristics when cooked. Combine with a fresh herb like tarragon and a white 

chicken supreme broth results in a robust fresh taste.


